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US President Donald Trump is visiting Saudi
Arabia, and this trip has made headlines in the
Arab press since the past week. Speculations

and debate over this visit and its impact will not end
any time soon. This is not the first visit by an American
president to the region and Saudi Arabia, so what is the
importance of this visit?

Facts and figures confirm that no American presi-
dent has ever visited the holy sites of Islam, Judaism
and Christianity in a single trip. Trump’s journey starts
from Saudi Arabia, then onwards to Israel and the
Vatican, so apparently it is not merely a foreign and
diplomatic trip. Another main reason is that three sum-
mits have been arranged during the visit. This is an
exceptional event that includes a bilateral summit, a
summit with GCC leaders and another meeting with
Arab and Muslim leaders.

The Saudi-American summit aims at reaffirming the
strong friendship and strengthening political, econom-
ic and security ties between the two countries. It cer-
tainly conveys the message that no power can defeat
terrorism and extremism without the support of the
Saudi kingdom and its allies. 

The summit of the Gulf Cooperation Council and
America aims to discuss the threats to security and sta-
bility in the region, and bolster trade relations between
the GCC and the United States. Along with the Arab
Islamic American summit, these meetings with the US
president illustrate the new US administration’s desire
to reshape the US position in the region, choke Iranian
expansion and differentiate between Muslims and
extremists. These are three vital gatherings to confirm
the US’ strong return to the region and the GCC fold led
by Saudi Arabia. 

Despite Trump’s comments during his election cam-
paign in which he criticized Saudi Arabia and Muslims,
many people here are not taking them seriously, and
more likely as electoral statements. The choice of Saudi
Arabia as his first stop is an attempt to counter wide-
spread allegations that the US president is hostile to
Islam. I t is a good move by Trump, who like all
Republicans, appreciates the Saudi role and its impor-
tance. Trump’s visit to Saudi Arabia confirms that the
points of agreement between the two countries are
more than points of difference. 

It is clear that the move, which coincided with the
visit of Saudi Prince Mohammad bin Salman to the
United States, has enhanced the chances of economic
cooperation and security and political and partnership
between the two countries to benefit them in the near
and long term. 

There is no doubt that Saudi Arabia being the choice
of Trump’s first foreign visit reflects the kingdom’s posi-
tion as a strategic ally of the United States. The visit is
an important message to the adversaries of the king-
dom as well as its allies, considering the policy of the
previous US administration. Trump represents a major
shift against Iran and a return to the old strategic rela-
tionship between America and Saudi Arabia since 1945.

It is also an opportunity for the US president to sign
economic deals and agreements that he knows are
important to American voters, because they will create
new jobs. According to the Wall Street Journal, Trump’s
visit to the kingdom will witness the signing of several
major investment agreements worth $270 billion.

Media analyses will continue until the end of the
tour and beyond, but the most important question is
how this visit will change the rules of the game in
the region. With the Trump administration, it will not
be long. 
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KUWAIT: His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
sees off His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah at the air-
port yesterday. — Amiri Diwan photos

National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem sees off His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah.

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and his
accompanying delegation have left for Saudi
Arabia yesterday to lead Kuwait’s delegation
to the 7th consultative summit of the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) leaders, GCC-US
summit and Arab-Islamic-US summit in
Riyadh. His Highness the Amir was seen off
at the airport by His Highness the Deputy
Amir and Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, National

Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem,
Sheikh Jaber Al-Abdullah Al-Jaber Al-Sabah,
Sheikh Faisal Al-Saud Al-Mohammad Al-
Sabah, Deputy Chairman of the National
Guard Sheikh Meshal Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah, His Highness Sheikh Nasser Al-
Mohammad Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah, His
Highness Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-
Mubark Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, Minister of
Amiri Diwan Affairs Sheikh Nasser Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Sabah and senior officials of the

army, police, national guard and Kuwait Fire
Service Directorate.

His Highness the Amir’s accompanying
delegation includes First Deputy Prime
Minister and Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah
Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, Deputy
Premier and Defense Minister Sheikh
Mohammad Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah,
Deputy Premier and Interior Minister Sheikh
Khaled Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah, Deputy Premier
and Finance Minister Anas Al-Saleh, His

Highness the Amir’s Office Chief Ahmad Al-
Fahad, Advisor at the Amiri Diwan
Mohammad Abdullah Abulhasan, Amiri
Protocols Chief Sheikh Khaled Al-Abdullah
Al-Sabah Al-Nasser Al-Sabah, Deputy Foreign
Minister Khaled Al-Jarallah, Amiri Diwan’s
Media Chief Yousef Al-Roumi, Chairman of
Amiri Diwan’s Political and Economic Affairs
Sheikh Fawaz Saud Nasser Al-Sabah and sen-
ior officials of Amiri Diwan and Foreign
Ministry. — KUNA

Amir heads to Riyadh for GCC-US Summit
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KUWAIT: Germany is closing down all its nuclear facili-
ties by 2022. But even with the absence of nuclear
energy, Germany is now ready to face the world with
clean renewable energy, said German Ambassador to
Kuwait Karl Bergner as he explained his embassy’s plan
for a nuclear free Germany. The envoy spoke exclusive-
ly with Kuwait Times to announce its ‘Renewable
Energy-Made in Germany’ expo, that will be held from
May 22 to 26 at the Avenues. 

“In fact, by now, more than 15-20 percent of our
energy consumptions is created by non-nuclear ener-
gy sources like the hydro, solar and wind energy
plants. We managed to continue with the plan since
we started the winding down of nuclear energy use
since 2011. Thanks to Fukushima nuclear tragedy, our
country has really managed to keep distance from
nuclear energy. This is the best solution for clean
energy which is good for the environment and cli-
mate change as a whole,” he said.  

“The expo will talk about energy consumption, how
to reduce it and ways to store the energy created by
these technologies,” he said. The embassy has also
invited various schools to see for themselves the clean
renewable technology they are now currently utilizing.
The event will take place at the Avenues Mall under the
patronage of Essam Al-Marzouq, the Kuwaiti Minister
of Oil and Minister of Electricity and Water. The expo
targets various groups from decision makers to stu-
dents who want to contribute for the betterment of the
entire population. 

The expo will focus on the technology they are now

currently using for clean and green environment. The
information will be displayed through various panels
explaining the technology with up-to date photographs
and figures to explain how it works. The expo will be
supported by leading German renewable energy com-
panies and industry associates. The expo covers energy
efficiency, heating, mobility, renewable energies, cost of
consumers, climate protection, nuclear power, econom-
ic aspects, electric grid and energy storage.  

The envoy said, the expo is a way to help Kuwaitis
decide about their future energy consumption. “From
current 1 percent of renewable energy, Kuwait could
follow our example to increase it to 15 percent in a few
years. In this way we can share our knowledge and
probably transfer the technology to countries around
the world,” he said. 

Karl Bergner also suggested that instead of building
a power plant, Kuwait could invest in energy efficiency
plants to reduce the consumption of energy. “Saudi
Arabia Minister of Energy said, ‘Oil is just too valuable
to just let it burn. If there are ways to reduce the use of
petrochemicals, we can certainly use petrochemicals
for other purposes.’ It is more sustainable and we can
reduce the use of fossil energy. As time passes, it will be
reduce and cease to exist while we will be searching for
other sources. Right now, we need help,” he urged.

He also invited students to consider Germany for
their bachelor’s or higher degree education and for
tourists to visit their country. “If you are traveling to
Germany especially this summer, please secure your
visa early. While I am happy that Kuwaitis can get the
visa in three days working time, it is better to apply for
a visa ahead of time to avoid further delays,” he said.

‘Renewable Energy-Made in Germany’

expo starts tomorrow at The Avenues

German Ambassador to Kuwait Karl Bergner
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KUWAIT: Aram I,  the Chatolicos of the
Armenian Church is on a brief visit to Kuwait
to dedicate and consecrate their house of
worship in Salwa. The Chatolicos spoke with
local reporters yesterday at the Sheraton
Hotel where he thanked His Highness the
Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah for the warm reception and welcome
accorded to his entourage. He said that he
briefly met with His Highness the Amir and
thanked him for the privilege to personally
extend greetings of the Armenian church to
Kuwait. He also lauded him for the religious
tolerance in the country.  

“I came to Kuwait to consecrate the church
of Armenia in Kuwait. According to tradition,

it is the building where we hold our praise
and worship and so it must be consecrated.
That is the purpose of my visit. But my visit
has several programs and activities including
meeting HH the Amir. I visited the Amir six
years ago. The people of Kuwait must be
proud of their leader, because HH the Amir is
a man of time. He is a man of intelligence, wis-
dom and courage and more importantly a
man of tolerance,” he said. 

“In a world which is becoming more of a
global village, we must live together, it is
not a question of choice, but it is a must.
We are all brothers and must live together. I
am happy that we are all witnessing that
here in Kuwait. We are all living in this beau-
tiful country with mutual respect. That is all
we need, to live in harmony with each oth-

er, we must understand and accept each
other,” he said. 

Asked by Kuwait Times whether the
Armenian Church in Kuwait has been experi-
encing the same problem with other
Christian communities like the shortage of
the house of worship, he said, “I cannot speak
on behalf of other Christian communities in
Kuwait. I meet them several times, but there
is one thing in common I heard from every-
one, that they are extremely grateful for HH
the Amir for the kind of religious tolerance
they have been experiencing here in this
country. As for the Armenian Church, we have
enough space. We are thankful because
through Armenian churches and schools
here, we can educate our people. We are just
thankful for everything.”

KUWAIT: Aram I, the Chatolicos of the
Armenian Church speaks to reporters.

Aram I, the Chatolicos of the Armenian Church speaks during a ceremony to consecrate the
church of Armenia in Kuwait.— Photos by Joseph Shagra

Armenian Chatolicos visits Kuwait

DEAD SEA, Jordan: Minister of Commerce
and Industry and Acting Minister of State
for Youth Affairs Khalid Al-Roudhan has
said that attracting foreign investments to
Kuwait is basic for Kuwait over the coming
period amid the falling prices. Roudhan’s
made the statement on the sidelines of
the World Economic Forum (WEF) on the
Middle East and North Africa at the Dead
Sea, Jordan.  Themed ‘Empowering
Generations into the Future,’ the forum
groups 1,100 public and private sector
officials as well as political and business
leaders from more than 50 countries.

The forum is a good opportunity to
meet with the world’s leading compa-
nies, and offer the investment opportu-
nities available in Kuwait, the minister
added, highlighting the significant
steps the country has taken to improve
the business environment.   Kuwait
offers a “very good” legal environment
for foreign investors, the minister said.

Roudhan referred to some invest-
ment-encouraging legislations, includ-
ing one allowing 100 percent foreign-
owned companies.  The forum is  a
‘major platform’ to meet with senior
officials and business leaders from vari-
ous world countries to exchange views
and keep pace with trade develop-
ments in the region, the minister noted.

He stressed keenness on attending
all the workshops and panel discus-
sions of the forum, tackling key issues
such as the small and medium sized
enterprises (SMEs). Kuwait has recently
launched an intensified plan for simpli-
fying and streamlining the measures for
founding SMEs, topped with reducing

the time for issuing business licenses,
he said. 

Comprehensive economy
Meanwhile, Minister of Social Affairs

and Labor, and Minister of State for
Economic Affairs Hind Barrak Al-Sabeeh
said that Kuwait is hard at work to build
a comprehensive economy in partner-
ship with the private sector. The coun-
try has drawn up plans and programs
for stimulating the economy and diver-
sify the sources of income, through
cooperation and partnership with the
private sector, Sabeeh said on the side-
lines of the opening session.

The minister added that she took
part in some of the forum’s sessions
and workshops, especially on preserva-
tion of the environment, small  and
medium sized enterprises (SMEs), pro-
moting the business scene, innovation,
creativity and entrepreneurship.
Sabeeh lauded Jordan’s  successful
entrepreneurship experience, one of
the topics to be discussed by partici-
pants in the forum.

The Dead Sea WEF offers a collabora-
tive platform for deciding on the future
of the Middle East and North Africa
through public-private cooperation.  It
also aims to address continued geopo-
litical shifts and humanitarian chal-
lenges by supporting multi-stakeholder
dialogue on the situation in Syria, Iraq
and Libya, and the ongoing refugee cri-
sis.  This is  the 9th World Economic
Forum on the Middle East and North
Africa hosted by Jordan, since it was first
held in the Dead Sea in 2003. — KUNA
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